on the finite cluster F by {Ps, (i) j, this ratio is defined via Fig. 1(a) One of the eigenvalues is at E =0, and is doubly degenerate (g, =2) . A possible choice of the basis for the degenerate eigenstates is g, , (i)-=(0, 2 '~' -2 '~' 0) (, (')= (0, 6 "' 6 '~' -2.6 "')
The two remaining eigenvalues are E=+v 3, with tt,~3 (i)=-(2 "', + 6 "', +6 "', +6 "'). Thus, Y(G) =9. Note that our definition (2) is independent of the particular choice of the orthogonal basis for the degenerate states. Similarly, the graph of Fig. 1(c) 
